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Abstract 
In this paper, we give topologically transitive property to a dynamical system in ergodic theory for there more 

we study their effects on Markov chain. We show that the Markov chain is topologically transitive if and only if 

(if) its directed graph is irreducible or its transition matrix is irreducible (primitive). 
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1. Introduction 
    Let X  be a topological space. The smallest  -

algebra containing all of open subsets of X  is 

called the Borel  -algebra of X . For any compact 

set B ,   is its finite measure on   ( 

i.e. 1)( X ), so that the triplet ),,( X is a 

probability space. A transformation XXT :  is 

said to be: 

1. measurable if   )(1T  ( i.e. T  is 

surjective). 

2. measure-preserving if T  is measurable 

and    BBTB ))(()( 1 . 

In [10], we say that   is T -invariant or that T  

preserves  . 

3. ergodic (with respect to   ) if BBT  )(1  

for some B , then 0)( B  or 1)( B . 

    If T  is a transformation from X  to itself, it is 

measure-preserving then )),,,(( TX  is said to 

be a dynamical system in ergodic theory [9]. 

The direct product space 


i
iX ),,(   is said to 

be Markov chain if 

Zixxiiii ii
PxxPxxxxP  

 ,1101 1
)|()|(   

and Xxxx i 110 ,,  , Markov chain is 

denoted by PX  and defined as follows: 

},:)({ 11
ZiXxxPxX iiZixxP ii

 

The elements of X  are called the states of the 

Markov chain, therefore X  is called state space 

that have positive probability, it is assemble into a 

row vector called the probability vector and is 

denoted by  . If },,2,1{ mX  then 

),,,( 21 mppp  such 

that   mipp ii ,2,1,1&0 . 

Recall that 
1ii xxP  is actually a conditional 

probability and that is called the transition 

probability for going from the state ix  to the 

state 1ix . It is convenient to collect the transition 

probabilities 
1ii xxP  into a square matrix, called the 

transition matrix and is denoted by 

mjiPM ij  ,1,)(  such that &0ijP  

miP
m

j
ij 



1,1
1

. A probability vector   on 

X  is invariant under transition probabilities M  if 

 M  (i.e.  


m

i
jiji pPp

1

) [6], [3]. 

The Markov probability measure of a cylinder set may 

then be defined by 

kxxxxxkP k
PPpxxx

1100
)],,,[( 10 
 

 





1

0
10

k

i
xxx ii

Pp  [3]. 

This is enough to define the measure on the entire Borel 

 -algebra. 

     Let )( ijPM   be a mm  transition matrix and 

MGG  be its associated directed graph with vertex of 

G  are the states of X  that have positive probability 

}0:{  ipXiV  and the edges of G  are the 

transitions from one state to another that have positive 

conditional probability }:),{( oPji ij   [7]. 

The Markov chain determined by G  is defined by 

},0:)({
11

VxZiPPxX ixxZixxP iiii


  .  

In this paper, we assume from now on that a transition 

matrix )( ijPM   and a directed graph G  are essential. 

In the paper, we define that an ergodic measure-

preserving transformation T  with respect to   for a 

dynamical system in ergodic theory to be topologically 

transitive and show its equivalent conditions. We prove 

that the Markov shift P  is topologically transitive if 

and only if ( if ) transition matrix M  or directed graph 

G  or Markov chain PX  is irreducible ( M is 

primitive). 

2. Preliminaries 
First we present the fundamental definition  

Definition 2.1: [7] A directed graph G  is irreducible if 

for every ordered pair of vertices i and j  there is a 

path in G  starting at i and terminating at j . 

Irreducible directed graph are sometimes called 

strongly connected in graph theory. Note that for a 

directed graph to be irreducible you need to check that, 

for any two vertices i and j , there exist a path from i  

to j  and a path from j  to i . 
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Definition 2.2: [7] [4] Let M  be a mm  

transition matrix. We call the transition matrix 

irreducible if 0,,1  nmji  such that 

0ij
nP  where ( ij

nP ) is the matrix nM . 

Otherwise M is reducible. 

Examples 2.3: When 3m  the transition matrix 
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M  is irreducible and its directed 

graph is :  

 
However, the transition matrix 
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M  is reducible because 

,0&0 33  j
n

i
n PP  

2,1,,0  jin  and its directed graph is : 

 

 
 

Definition 2.4: [2] The transition matrix M  is a 

primitive if there exists 0n  such that 
nM  has all 

entries strictly positive (i.e. 0nM  ). 

Remark 2.5: Every primitive transition matrix is 

irreducible matrix. 

   The opposite is not always true as we show in the 

following example: 

Example 2.6: The transition matrix 









01

10
M  is 

irreducible but is not primitive because 

MM n  or I . 

Theorem 2.7: A directed graph G  is irreducible if 

and only if its transition matrix M  is irreducible. 

Proof: It follows from the definition  

Corollary 2.8: If transition matrix M  is primitive 

then its directed graph G  is irreducible. 

Proof: The proof is from remark 2.5 and theorem 

2.7. 

Definition 2.9: [5] A Markov chain is said to be 

irreducible if, for any pair of states i  and j  there 

exists 0t  such that oP ij
t  . 

   The following theorem is introduced to show the 

relation between irreducible Markov chain and 

irreducible graph. 

Theorem 2.10: A Markov chain PX  is irreducible if 

and only if its directed graph G  is irreducible. 

Proof: It follows from the definition. 

Corollary 2.11: A Markov chain PX  is irreducible if 

and only if its transition matrix M  is irreducible. 

Proof: This is clear. 

Corollary 2.12: If M is a primitive transition mm  

matrix, then the Markov chain PX  is irreducible. 

Proof: The proof is from corollary 2.8 and theorem 

2.10. 

3. Transitivity 
      First we present definition and equivalent 

conditions for topologically transitive on dynamical 

system in ergodic. Let ),,( PPPX   as defined in the 

below be a subsystem of 


i
iTX )),,,((  , where 

PX  is sequences of states that have positive 

conditional probability. Such a sequence is naturally 

endowed with a topology, the product topology. The 

open sets of the topology are called cylinder sets. These 

cylinder sets generate  -algebra, the Borel  -algebra; 

it is the smallest (coarsest)  -algebra that contains the 

topology. In this section, we show that a Markov shift 

pPP XX :  is topologically transitive if and only if 

M is irreducible. 

Definition 3.1: [10] [4] Let ),( TX be a dynamical 

system. We say that a homeomorphism XXT :  of 

a compact metric space X  is topologically transitive 

if there exists some Xx  such that its orbit 

},,,,,,{}:{)( 212  xTxTxxTxTZnxTxO n
T



 is dense in X , i.e. XxOT )(  . 

Definition 3.2: Let )),,,(( TX  be a dynamical 

system in ergodic theory and let XXT :  be a 

homeomorphism of the compact metric space X  with 

T  is an ergodic measure-preserving transformation 

with respect to   where   is a probability measure on 

the Borel subsets of X  giving non-zero measure to 

every non-empty open set. We say T  is topologically 

transitive if there exists a point Xx  such 

that 1)())((  XxOT  . 

   In [8] and [10] topologically transitive is called 

topologically ergodic. 

   The following theorem gives equivalent conditions 

for ergodic measure-preserving transformation T  to be 

topologically transitive. 

Theorem 3.3: The following are equivalent. 

i. T  is topologically transitive. 
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ii. If E  is a closed set with ETE   then 

1)()(  XE  or 0)()(   E (0r, 

equivalently, if U  is an open set with 

UTU  then 0)()(   U  

or 1)()(  XU  ). 

iii.  VU ,  Open sets with 

ZnoVU  ,)(),(   such that 

0)( VUT n  . 

Proof: ).()( iii  Suppose that 

1)())((  XxOT  and let E  , E  

closed ( EEei .. ) and ETE  . Suppose W  is 

open and  WEW , . Then there exists p  with 

EWxT p )(  so that ExOT )(  , EX   and 

by ergodicity has measure 0 or 1. Therefore 

1)()(  XE   or 0)()(   E . 

(0r, equivalently: Suppose that 

1)())((  XxOT   and let UTU . 

Then there exists Zp  with UxT p )( . 

Moreover, for any Zm  we have that 

UUTxT pmm  )( . By ergodicity and 

1)())((  XxOT   ( XxTei m

zm




)(..  is 

dense). Therefore 1)()(  XU   or 0)( U  . 

).()( iiiii  Suppose that VU , , VU ,  

are open sets with 0)(),( VU  . Then 
Zn

nUT


 

is open T invariant set, so 1)( 



Zn

nUT  by 

condition )(ii  UTei
Zn

n



..(  is dense). Thus 

0)( 


VUT
Zn

n   and so zn  with 

0)( VUT n  . 

).()( iiii  This is clear. 

     Let PX  be a Markov chain and P  be a unique 

Markov probability measure on PX  with transition 

probabilities ijP  then a measure-preserving 

transformation pPP XX :  (i.e. P  is P -

invariant) is called the Markov shift [1], and the 

),,( PPPX   is called the Markov shift system 

determined by )( ijPM  . 

     The following theorem gives necessary and 

sufficient conditions for pPP XX :  to be 

topologically transitive. 

Theorem 3.4: A Markov shift P  is topologically 

transitive if and only if mjiPM ij  ,1)(  is 

irreducible. 

Proof: Suppose that P  is topologically transitive and 

let ],,,[ 110  kxxxC  , ],,,[ 1 nll xxxD   

be two cylinder sets with 

,

)],,,[()(

1

110

2100 








kxxxxx

kP

k
PPp

xxxC




 

.

)],,,[()(

11

1

nxxxxx

nllP

nlll
PPp

xxxD




 




  

Observe that 0n  such that DC
n

P )(  

],,,,,,,,,,,[ 111110, 1 nlllkkkxx xxxxxxxxx
lk

  

 since 0))(( DC
n

PP   and 

))(( DC
n

PP   

0
11

1

1100 1
,






  nxxlxxxx
xx

kxxxxx nlll

lk

k
PPPPPp 



 . Suppose ix 0  and jxn   such that mji  ,1 . 

Notice that 

.
11221

1

1

1 11
jrrrrr

m

r
ir

m

r
ij

n
nnn

n

PPPPP









But since 0,,,
11


 jxixi n
PPp  we see that 

onmjiP ij
n  ,,1,0 . Then M is 

irreducible. 

    Conversely, suppose that for mji  ,1 ,  

0n such that 0ij
nP . Given 0, VU  open sets 

with 0)(),( VU PP  . We can choose 

Uiii mmm  ],,,[ )1(  such that 

mmmmm iiiiimmmP PPpiii
1)1(

...)],...,,[( )1( 


,0)(  UP  for 0m  and 

Vjjj mmm  ],,,[ )1(  such that 

mmmmm jjjjjmmmP PPpjjj
1)1(

...)],...,,[( )1( 


,0)(  VP  for 0m  by hypothesis we can find 

0n  such that 0
mm ji

nP . This means that we can 

find 11 ,..., nxx  such that ,,
211 xxxi PP

m
 

0,...,
132


 mn jxxx PP  and then define 

))(( VU
n

PP   

0.........
111)1(


 mmmnmmmm jjjxxiiii PPPPp

. Then we have that 0))(( VU
n

PP  , i.e. P  

is topologically transitive. 

Corollary 3.5: If M is primitive transition mm  

matrix, then the Markov shift P  is topologically 

transitive. 

Proof: Since that every primitive matrix is an 

irreducible matrix and by theorem 3.4 then P  is 

topologically transitive. 

Theorem 3.6: A Markov shift P  is topologically 

transitive if and only if its satisfies one of two 

following conditions: 

1. G  is irreducible directed graph. 
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2. A Markov chain PX  is irreducible. 

Proof: 1. let P  be topologically transitive. By 

theorem 3.4 and theorem 2.7, then G  is irreducible 

directed graph. 

    Conversely, let G  be an irreducible directed 

graph. By theorem 2.7 and theorem 3.4, then P  is 

topologically transitive. 

2. Let P  be a topologically transitive. By theorem 3.4 

and corollary 2.11, then Markov chain PX  is 

irreducible. 

    Conversely, let Markov chain PX  be an irreducible. 

By corollary 2.11 and theorem 3.4, then P  is 

topologically transitive. 
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 خاصية التعدي التبولوجي لسلسلة ماركوف
 

 بيمان مجيد محمود
 ارة والاقتصاد ، جامعة كركوك ، كركوك ، العراققسم الإحصاء ، كلية الإد

 ( 3211/  2/  11 تاريخ القبول: ---- 3212/  11/  32  تاريخ الاستلام:) 

 الملخص
أربتنـا  لـك درسـنا تيريرهـا  لـ  سلسـلة مـاركو   ذبالإضـافة للـ   في نظرية ارجوديـك يناميكاالد للنظاما البحث، قدمنا خاصية التعدي التبولوجي ذهـفي 

ا كانـــ  ( مصـــ وفتتا الانتقاليـــة  يـــر قابلـــة لاختـــجا  أو بيانتـــا المتجـــ   يـــر قابـــ  اذكانـــ  ) ااذوفقـــ   ااذان سلســـلة مـــاركو  تكـــون متعديـــة تبولوجيـــا  
 أولية(  مص وفتتا الانتقاليةتجا  )ـــــلاخ


